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Course Objective

Evaluation(Rubric)
Ideal Level of Achievement 

(Very Good)
Standard Level of 

Achievement (Good)
Unacceptable Level of 

Achievement (Fail)

Explain the deformation of materials 
under load.

Good(70-79):Lv3
You can solve assignments 
correctly about this 
category and submit them 
by the deadline.

Excellent(80-100):Lv4
Ability to solve not only 
basic problems but also 
applied problems on 
midterm and/or final exams 
about this category.

Explain the 
deformation of 
materials under load

Can not explain the 
deformation of materials 
under load

Understand and apply the definition of 
fluid and mechanical treatment. 

Good(70-79):Lv3
You can solve assignments 
correctly about this 
category and submit them 
by the deadline.

Excellent(80-100):Lv4
Ability to solve not only 
basic problems but also 
applied problems on 
midterm and/or final exams 
about this category.

Understand and 
apply the definition 
of fluid and 
mechanical treatment. 

Can not understand and 
apply the definition of fluid 
and mechanical treatment. 

Explain the types of vibration and 
harmonic oscillation.

Good(70-79):Lv3
You can solve assignments 
correctly about this 
category and submit them 
by the deadline.

Excellent(80-100):Lv4
Ability to solve not only 
basic problems but also 
applied problems on 
midterm and/or final exams 
about this category.

Explain the types of 
vibration and 
harmonic oscillation.

Can not explain the types 
of vibration and harmonic 
oscillation.

Explain the definitions and units of 
physical quantities used in relation to 
thermal dynamics. 

Good(70-79):Lv3
You can solve assignments 
correctly about this 
category and submit them 
by the deadline.

Excellent(80-100):Lv4
Ability to solve not only 
basic problems but also 
applied problems on 
midterm and/or final exams 
about this category.

Explain the 
definitions and units 
of physical quantities 
used in relation to 
thermal dynamics. 

Can not explain the 
definitions and units of 
physical quantities used in 
relation to thermal dynamics.
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Examination Quiz Mutual Evaluat ions between students Report Portfolio Other
Basic Ability 60 0 0 40 0 0
Technical Ability 0 0 0 0 0 0
Interdisciplinary Ability 0 0 0 0 0 0

1st week

Explain the deformation of 
materials when loading 
applied, stress, strain, 
Hooke's law, elastic 

coefficient, allowable stress 
and safety factor

Guidance, mechanics (elastic body, stress and 
strain)

Handout materials based on "Applied physics of Kosen", ISBN978-4-627-15102-4

It is aimed not only to express the following physical phenomena using mathematical expressions but also to understand 
that they are mathematically interlocked and are analyzable events.
-Mechanics; elastic body, stress and strain, vibration (single degree of freedom system)
-Fluid dynamics; nature of fluids, fluid statics, dynamics of fluid
-Thermal dynamics; state of ideal gas, 1st law of thermal dynamics, 2nd law of thermal dynamicsSpecifically.
Each item of the following rubric will be the target.

Expression of physical phenomena in mechanics, fluid dynamics, thermal 
dynamics.
In addition, the goal is set to be able to explain that physical quantities can 
combine and analyze physical phenomena using mathematics.
Lecture and exercise

All materials will be posted on the Google classroom. The student is requested to 
keep photo copies or files of all submitted material to ensure further study by 
oneself. 

Relationship with Learning Outcomes

G(1) Wide knowledge on Science and Engineering and practical ability to apply them to solve problems in the 
society.

Please change

M(1) Ability to design, propose and develop robotic/ mechatronic systems to solve specific problems

Contents and Method of Course

2nd week

3rd week

4th week

5th week

6th week

7th week

8th week

9th week

10th week

11th week

12th week

13th week

14th week

15th week

16th week

17th week

18th week

19th week

20th week

Fluid dynamics I (nature of fluids)

Fluid dynamics II (fluid statics)

Fluid dynamics III (dynamics of fluid)

vibration I (harmonic oscillation, damped oscillation, 
forced oscillation)

vibration II (wave and wave equation)

Perform calculations using knowledge of elastic 
body and fluid dynamics.

Wrap-up of 1st half of semester (Review)

Midterm Examination

Return Midterm Exam Papers and Feedback

Basics of thermal dynamics

First law of thermodynamics I

First law of thermodynamics II

Properties and change in state of ideal gas

Second law of thermodynamics I

Second law of thermodynamics II

Perform calculations using knowledge of thermal 
dynamics.

Wrap-up of 1st half of semester (Review)

Review and summarize 
learning

Final Examination

Return Exam Papers and Feedback, and special 
sessions

Understand and apply the 
definition of fluid and units 
of physical quantity in the 

field of fluid dynamics, 
Newton's law of viscosity, 
Newtonian fluid and non-

Newtonian fluid.

Explain absolute pressure 
and gauge pressure, 

Pascal's principle, total 
pressure and buoyancy

Explain the difference 
between steady flow and 
unsteady flow, streamline, 
stream tube, equation of 
continuity, flow velocity, 

flow rate, Euler's equation, 
Bernoulli's equation, law of 

Explain the types of 
vibration and harmonic 
oscillation, free vibration 

with damping and without 
danping, harmonic 

excitation

Explain the wave function 
and displacement due to 

vibration

Mock examination

Review and summarize 
learning

For week 1-8

Review learning

Explain the definitions and 
units of physical quantities 

in the field of thermal 
dynamics, difference 

between the open system 
and closed system, 

equilibrium between systems

Explain the first law of 
thermodynamics and 

calculate the heat, work, 
internal energy and 

enthalpy by using an energy 
equation

Explain the work of open 
and closed system acting 
on the surroundings by 

using p-V diagram

Explain the relationship 
between the pressure, 
volume, temperature, 

specific heat, gas constant, 
internal energy and enthalpy

Related MCC

Explain the condition of 
Carnot cycle and its thermal 
efficiency, understand the 
definition of entropy in the 
case of reversible change 
and irreversible change, 

express a cycle by using a 

Mock examination

Review and summarize 
learning

For week 11-18

Explain the second law of 
thermodynamics and 

understand the meaning of 
a cycle, and calculate the 

thermal efficiency of a 
thermal engine


